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January	17,	2014		DUO	Security	is	a	web-based,	online	service	for	One-Time	Password	and	out-of-band	authentication.	When	integrated	with	an	existing	authentication	system	on	a	customer’s	local	system	or	service,	DUO	Security	provides	a	2nd	authentication	factor	in	the	form	of	a	One-Time	(i.e.	non-reusable)	password	delivered	by	text	message,	automated	voice	message,	smartphone	application,	or	hardware	token.	Three	subscription	plans	to	the	DUO	Security	service	are	offered:	Personal	is	a	free	service	for	up	to	10	users;	Business	is	intended	for	up	to	500	users,	provides	additional	support,	and	is	(currently)	billed	at	a	rate	of	$3/user/month;	Enterprise	is	intended	for	more	than	500	users,	with	rates	determined	on	a	volume	basis	starting	at	“less	than	$3/user/month”	(See	https://www.duosecurity.com/pricing).		Each	system	or	service	with	which	the	DUO	Security	OTP	system	is	bound	is	referred	to	as	an	Integration.	There	are	a	variety	of	Integration	types	offered,	including	a	several	VPN	solutions,	several	web	frameworks,	RADIUS,	Shibboleth,	and	UNIX	(SSH).	For	the	purposes	of	this	evaluation,	we	implemented	and	tested	the	UNIX	(SSH)	Integration	and	Web	SDK	Integration.	Authentication	types	tested	with	each	Integration	included	one-time	password	and	out-of-band	authentication	methods	using	automated	voice-	and	text	messages	by	phone,	smartphone	apps	(iOS	and	Android),	and	vendor-provided	Gemalto	OTP	c100	hardware	tokens.		Overall,	the	DUO	Security	service	is	fairly	easy	to	administer,	offers	integrations	with	a	variety	of	external	systems	and	services,	and	works	as	documented	with	minor	corrections.	The	DUO	Security	authentication	service	is	responsive	(typically	under	ten	seconds)	and	is	well-suited	to	use	in	distributed	environments.	The	integration	options	and	APIs	are	numerous	and	flexible.			As	with	all	authentication	solutions,	care	must	be	taken	to	select	appropriate	default	parameters	when	configuring	the	service.	Although	a	few	limitations	were	noted,	we	are	satisfied	with	the	performance	of	the	DUO	Security	service	and	recommend	the	DUO	Security	service	for	use	as	a	One-Time	Password	authentication	factor	with	applicable	systems,	services	and	user	communities	in	distributed	HPC	eScience	environments	including	XSEDE.	
